Introduction
One-way interactions Acoustic field strongly affects bubbles (single bubble dynamics) Bubbles strongly affect acoustic fields (sound in bubbly liquids) Theory and experiments are available (from the mid of the 20th century) Two-way interaction Self-organization Theory and computations (Kobelev & Ostrovsky, Lauterborn, Akhatov, Gumerov, Mettin, Ohl, and Why the wave of acoustically induced transparency exist?
In bubbly liquid:
The wave exists because of attenuation! Most important mechanism of attenuation for subresonance bubbles is usually THERMAL DISSIPATION, e.g. properties of gas in bubbles.
Why the weakly nonlinear theory agrees with strong acoustic field experiments?
Due to small compressibility of the liquid in the region of pure liquid (or with a few bubbles) linear theory for acoustic field is applicable to high enough amplitudes (one-way interaction); In the bulk of bubbly liquid the field attenuate very strongly (within several interbubble distances). So small amplitude theory works well; At the wave front, which is a thin region, high enough concentrations of bubbles are realized. Probably bubbles cannot oscillate with high amplitude in such constrained conditions (subject for future research).
Conclusion
Existence of waves of self-induced acoustic transparency is confirmed experimentally; There is a satisfactory qualitative and quantitative agreement of one-dimensional theory and experiments; The present theory relates the waves of self-induced transparency with attenuation of acoustic waves in bubbly liquids, in which case the Bjerknes force drives bubbles away from the acoustic source independently on their size; More studies are needed, to reveal the role of various mechanisms for bubbles near the wavefront, including three-dimensional effects, strong nonlinearity, and collisions.
